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Summary
The goal of assessing tumour response on imaging is to identify patients who are likely to benefit —
or not — from anticancer treatment, especially in relation to survival. The World Health Organi-
zation was the first to develop assessment criteria. This early score, which assessed tumour burden
by standardising lesion size measurements, laid the groundwork for many of the criteria that fol-
lowed. This was then improved by the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours (RECIST) which
was quickly adopted by the oncology community. At the same time, many interventional oncology
treatments were developed to target specific features of liver tumours that result in significant
changes in tumours but have little effect on tumour size. New criteria focusing on the viable part of
tumours were therefore designed to provide more appropriate feedback to guide patient man-
agement. Targeted therapy has resulted in a breakthrough that challenges conventional response
criteria due to the non-linear relationship between response and tumour size, requiring the
development of methods that emphasize the appearance of tumours. More recently, research into
functional and quantitative imaging has created new opportunities in liver imaging. These results
have suggested that certain parameters could serve as early predictors of response or could predict
later tumour response at baseline. These approaches have now been extended by machine learning
and deep learning. This clinical review focuses on the progress made in the evaluation of liver
tumours on imaging, discussing the rationale for this approach, addressing challenges and con-
troversies in the field, and suggesting possible future developments.
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Introduction
The main goal of anticancer treatment is to
improve patient survival. Toxicity, adverse events,
and changes in quality of life are considered to be
ethically acceptable if patients benefit from treat-
ment in the end. However, since not all patients
actually do benefit, it is crucial to detect a lack of
treatment response both from an oncological,
ethical, and socio-economic point of view;
although doing so is far from easy. A widely
accepted assumption is that tumour burden — i.e.
the size of the tumour— is strongly correlated with
survival time. From this perspective, monitoring
the progression of tumour burden over time can be
considered a valid surrogate from the prediction of
survival. More simply, tumour response has been
assumed to be a strong and valid proxy for
increased survival.

The World Health Organization (WHO) criteria
for the assessment of tumour response were
developed based on this assumption.1 These
criteria were rapidly accepted by the oncological
community and improvements were made to
address their limitations. The Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumours (RECIST) 1.0 — updated as
RECIST 1.1. — addresses most of the limitations of
the WHO criteria and have become the most
widely used and validated set of response criteria
in solid tumours worldwide.2,3 They are particu-
larly suited for patients treated with conventional
cytotoxic chemotherapy, which mainly includes
patients with colorectal metastases and chol-
angiocarcinoma in the liver.

Conventional chemotherapy regimens play a
limited role in other liver tumours, especially he-
patocellular carcinoma, and the RECIST criteria
cannot reliably determine the oncological benefits
of treatments. Indeed, liver tumours are almost
exclusively fed by the hepatic artery and are char-
acterized by a rich and a dense network of
impaired vessels. This offers a strong rationale for
locoregional intra-arterial therapies such as trans-
arterial chemoembolisation (TACE) or radio-
embolisation. Moreover, numerous molecular
treatments target specific biological pathways,
such as angiogenesis, tumour metabolism, tumour
proliferation, or immune response. All of these
therapies, alone or combined, tend to induce ne-
crosis or intratumoural changes that do not
necessarily result in tumour shrinkage, leading to
an underestimation of tumour response by RECIST.

New generations of imaging-based criteria have
been proposed as surrogates for traditional
survival-based endpoints that provide a more
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Key points

� The aim of tumour response assessment on imaging is to detect pa-
tients that are likely to benefit from anticancer treatment.

� Size-based RECIST criteria, which monitor the progression of entire
tumours considered to be representative of tumour burden, are the
most extensively used and validated criteria worldwide.

� The mRECIST and EASL criteria were developed to assess tumour
response to locoregional treatment targeting hyperenhanced tumours.
They introduced the concept of a ‘viable tumour’ and were extended by
the LI-RADS treatment response algorithm.

� Criteria focusing on inner tumour modifications rather than changes in
size (Choi criteria, Chun criteria) may be more suitable to assess the
effect of targeted therapies.

� Quantitative and functional imaging provide insight into microscopic
tumour changes that may be used as early predictors of response.

� The goal of 3D criteria is to overcome the limitations of 2D criteria to
improve patient classification.

� Deep learning and machine learning create stimulating perspectives for
tumour response assessment.
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reliable quantitative assessment of treatment response. These
approaches are based on the concept of the ‘viable tumour’,
defined as the visualisation of any degree of enhancement after
contrast injection. These criteria may be size-based (modified
RECIST [mRECIST] and European Association for the Study of the
Liver [EASL] criteria4,5) or include the quantification of inner
changes in the tumour i (e.g. the Choi criteria6) and have been
shown to better identify responders.7–10 As a result, certain au-
thors have suggested that some criteria could be used as valid
surrogate endpoints for future trials.11

Recently, studies have shown that all the aforementioned
criteria fail to effectively take into consideration tumour het-
erogeneity because they are based on a 2D assessment. Thus, a
3D equivalent of size-based criteria has been proposed that as-
sesses all viable tumour volumes and which seems to be more
reliable than 2D criteria.12–14

Quantitative and functional imaging is another stimulating
field of research including several techniques that provide in-
formation about the physiological properties of tissue on a
microscopic level. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), perfusion
imaging and metabolic imaging have been shown to successfully
detect tumour response earlier than conventional morphological
criteria.15–17 Studies have even suggested that baseline functional
imaging parameters differ between future responders and non-
responders,18,19 which could be valuable in adapting treatment,
and in planning future management. Nevertheless, functional
imaging is still only used for research purposes, due to problems
with reproducibility.20,21 This quantitative approach has recently
been extended by machine learning and deep learning technol-
ogies with promising preliminary results in the assessment of
tumour response in the liver.22,23

The aimof this review is toprovide a critical overviewof themost
important imaging-based tumour response criteria in liver tumours.
The article focuses on the 3 main hepatic tumours targeted by
anticancer treatments, i.e. hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), hepatic
metastases and cholangiocarcinoma. We will follow the historical
development from conventional size-based criteria to more recent
criteria and discuss their main strengths and limitations.
Imaging modalities
Locoregional and systemic anticancer treatments are mainly
evaluated by CT and MRI. Assessment is performed after contrast
administration to assess tumour viability, with protocols
including a combination of arterial, portal venous and delayed
phases, depending on the tumour. Generally, the first evaluation
is performed around 4 weeks after the initiation of treatment
with follow-up every 3 to 6 months. Although conventional B-
mode ultrasound plays an important role in tumour detection, it
is marginal when evaluating response. While contrast-enhanced
ultrasound (CEUS) is mainly performed for the characterisation
of focal liver lesions,24 it has also been shown to be effective in
quantifying tumour viability, and studies have suggested that it
might be used to monitor patients after ablation,25 or targeted
therapies.26 Of note, the performance of ultrasound and CEUS is
usually poorer for deep or subdiaphragmatic lesions, especially
in obese patients, and in patients with very heterogeneous liver
parenchyma. Finally, metabolic imaging with positron emission
tomography (PET) is not routinely performed for the assessment
of liver tumour response. It may be performed in selected pa-
tients (e.g. isolated elevation of tumour markers, doubtful
tumour progression, etc).
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Whole tumour size-based criteria
The use of objective quantification and tumour size monitoring
to define tumour response to cancer treatment is very common
in daily practice, for the liver and many other organs. The first
criteria were proposed by the WHO in 1979.1 The WHO criteria
established a common standard for the identification of tumour
response that includes clinical, radiological, biochemical, or
surgical-pathological staging. This initiative laid the groundwork
for all future imaging-based criteria, which can be summarized
in 3 steps:

� Tumours were simplified before assessment. The assessment
was based on a 2D measurement of tumours (understood as
an approximation of a surface area), calculated by multi-
plying the maximum diameter by its longest perpendicular
diameter.

� The presence of multiple lesions requires the sum of the
cross-products of all measured lesions.

� The result is used to classify patients into 4 different cate-
gories to evaluate overall tumour response: complete
response, partial response, stable disease, and progressive
disease (all corresponding to a percentage range of change in
the overall tumour burden, Table 1).

Because of its visionary structure and common language, the
WHO criteria rapidly gained wide acceptance among oncologists
and were endorsed as the reference criteria to evaluate tumour
response in many trials, including in liver tumours.27,28 However,
the criteria were found to have certain limitations and needed to
be improved. In February 2000 an international collaboration
including the European Organization for Research and Treatment
of Cancer, the National Cancer Institute of the United States, and
the National Cancer Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group
published the RECIST criteria.2 These criteria were further
updated and the RECIST 1.1 version was published.3 RECIST is
based on the same philosophy as the WHO criteria, with re-
finements and clarifications such as specifying the minimum
target lesion size as well as the maximum number of target le-
sions per organ and per patient.2,3 The most important change
2vol. 2 j 100100



Table 1. Definition of main morphological image-based response criteria.

WHO RECIST 1.0 and 1.1 mRECIST EASL Choi

Complete
response

Disappearance of all
lesions

Disappearance of all
target lesions (up to 2
measurable liver lesions)
RECIST 1.1 added disap-
pearance of pathologic
lymph nodes

Disappearance of any
intratumoural arterial
enhancement in all target
lesion(s) (up to 2 measur-
able liver lesions)

Disappearance of any
intratumoural (arterial
and portal) enhancement
in all target lesion(s) (up
to 2 measurable liver
lesions)

Disappearance of all
lesions

Partial
response

>−50% decrease in sum of
cross-product of target
lesion(s)

>−30% decrease in sum of
maximum diameter of
target lesion(s)

>−30% decrease in sum of
maximum diameter of
viable target lesion(s)

>−50% decrease in total
tumour load* of all
measurable lesion(s)

Decrease in longest
diameter >−10% or in
attenuation (HU) >−15%. No
new lesions and no
obvious progression of
immeasurable disease

Stable
disease

Neither PR nor PD Neither PR nor PD Neither PR nor PD Neither PR nor PD Neither PR nor PD

Progressive
disease

>25% increase in sum of
cross-product of target
lesion(s)

>20% increase in sum of
diameters.
RECIST 1.1 added: must
have at least 5 mm
absolute increase in sum

>20% increase in sum of
diameters of viable target
lesion(s)

>−25% increase in size of
one or more measurable
lesion(s) or the
appearance of new
lesion

Increase in longest
diameter >−10% without
meeting tumour attenua-
tion criteria for partial
response or the appear-
ance of new lesion

CR, complete response; HU, Hounsfield unit; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease. Objective response is defined by CR + PR.
*Defined as sum of the cross-product of 2 largest diameters or as the sum of surfaces of viable target lesions.

A B

C D

Fig. 1. 55-year-old female patient with rectal cancer. Baseline contrast-
enhanced CT showed bilobar large liver metastases (A and B). Sum of the
largest diameters of the 2 target lesions was 242 mm. After 6 cycles of FOLFOX,
follow-up contrast-enhanced CT showed a significant decrease in tumour size
(C and D), with a sum of the largest diameters of target tumours of 111 mm,
corresponding to a 54% decrease. The patient was classified as a partial
responder according to RECIST 1.1. Of note, tumours also showed calcifications
on follow-up imaging. This is not considered by RECIST but is often associated
with a major histological response. RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumours.
was the use of the sum of the longest diameters of target
measurable lesions based on a one-dimensional measurement
only. Since then, most clinical trials evaluating liver cancer
treatment have used RECIST to define tumour response,
including in liver metastases treated with conventional cytotoxic
regimens29 (Fig. 1), systemic chemotherapy combined with tar-
geted therapies30,31 or locoregional treatments,32 as well as in
primary liver tumours treated with a range of treatments from
locoregional33 to systemic.34,35 Recently, large trials including
JHEP Reports 2020
patients with HCC and evaluating radioembolisation,36,37 new
targeted therapies,38,39 and even immunotherapy40 have
included the RECIST criteria to define tumour response.

Overall, RECIST remains the most important and most widely
used set of imaging-based tumour response criteria in the liver
worldwide. However, despite the progress made with RECIST, it
is still associated with several limitations. Certain general limi-
tations concern all organs, for example the assumption that all
lesions are spherical and that they will decrease or increase in
size uniformly, or the failure to take into consideration the
presence of necrosis. Other limitations are liver-specific and due
to the specificity of liver tumours.

Most hepatic tumours are characterised by a rich network of
arterial vessels that may or may not be impaired. This is often
seen on imaging as contrast enhancement in arterial phase im-
ages (so-called ‘arterial phase hyperenhancement’ [APHE]). This
is mainly true in hepatocellular tumours (especially HCC) and
rare forms of secondary tumours (e.g. neuroendocrine tumour
metastases). The goal of locoregional treatments (i.e. ablation,
intra-arterial therapies), and of several targeted therapies (e.g.
anti-antiogenic agents) is to induce tumour necrosis, which is
seen as a significant decrease in APHE rather than tumour size or
volume. Thus, the RECIST criteria, which only consider lesion
shrinkage, largely underestimate tumour necrosis following
locoregional treatment,41 and improvement is needed. In other
words, these new treatments challenge the definition of tumour
response and call for a change in patient assessment.

Viable tumour size-based criteria
Lencioni et al. proposed a modified version of the RECIST criteria
(mRECIST) to overcome the drawbacks in the assessment of
tumour response in HCC following locoregional treatment.4 EASL
also published a new set of criteria (EASL criteria).5 Both of these
new criteria introduced the notion of ‘viable tumour’ which
corresponds to the portion of tumours showing significant or
persistent enhancement after intravenous contrast administra-
tion (excluding necrotic [non-enhancing] areas), either on arte-
rial phase (APHE) or venous phase images.
3vol. 2 j 100100
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Differences between mRECIST and EASL criteria
Both the mRECIST and EASL criteria are based on the measure-
ment and monitoring of persistently enhanced lesions. However,
tumour viability is determined on arterial phase images alone in
the mRECIST criteria while EASL criteria can also use portal
venous phase images. The mRECIST and RECIST criteria are based
on the same philosophy (i.e. identification of target tumours and
measurement of the single largest axial diameter of the lesion,
classification of patients into 4 categories based on the pro-
gression of the sum of the largest diameters over time, etc). The
only difference is that mRECIST focuses on the viable (i.e.
enhanced) parts of tumours. With EASL criteria the largest axial
bidimensional diameters or the enhanced area of the lesion must
be measured. This results in different partial response (PR) and
progressive disease (PD) thresholds. Details on the assessment of
response using mRECIST and EASL are provided in Table 1.
mRECIST and EASL criteria to assess early-intermediate HCC
treated with locoregional therapy
Identification of patients with complete or nearly complete
tumour necrosis has been shown to be better with mRECIST than
with RECIST criteria42–44 (Fig. 2). Only a few studies have
compared the performance of mRECIST and EASL criteria in the
assessment of tumour response after locoregional treatment. A
meta-analysis including 7 publications showed no difference
between mRECIST and EASL criteria for the assessment of
tumour response.45 There was agreement between the 2 criteria
in 1,286 out of 1,357 treated patients (95%) — (Kappa 0.93).
Moreover, the hazard ratio for overall survival was similar for the
2 criteria (0.39 for mRECIST and 0.38 for EASL criteria).
Baseline

mRECIST
Partial response

EASL
Partial response

LI-RADS
TR-viable

Fig. 2. 62-year-old male patient with a hepatocellular carcinoma devel-
oped on HCV-related cirrhosis. Baseline contrast-enhanced CT (arterial
phase) showed a large tumour located in the left liver, with heterogeneous
hyperenhancement on arterial phase, consistent with tumour viability. The
patient underwent 1 session of chemoembolisation with drug-eluting beads
containing idarubicin. One-month follow-up contrast-enhanced CT showed no
change in tumour size but significant decrease of viable areas (i.e. showing
contrast enhancement). mRECIST showed >30% decrease in the largest diam-
eter of viable areas corresponding to a partial response. EASL criteria showed a
>50% decrease in the cross-product of the 2 largest diameters of viable area,
also corresponding to a partial response. The persistence of enhancing areas at
the periphery of the treated tumour corresponds to TR-viable according to the
LI-RADS response algorithm. EASL, European Association for the Study of the
Liver criteria; LI-RADS, Liver Imaging Reporting And Data System; (m)RECIST,
(modified) Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours.
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Tumour response according to both mRECIST and EASL
criteria is known to be associated with overall survival after both
thermoablation and TACE.10,41,46,47 They can also be predictive of
a good outcome in patients undergoing liver transplantation
even in those outside the Milan criteria.48 Most investigators use
mRECIST rather than EASL criteria for the assessment of inter-
mediate stage HCC after locoregional treatments, especially in
phase II and III trials to compute time-to-progression or time-to-
recurrence, because it is simpler and has been found to be
reproducible.49,50 In addition, an objective response after TACE
according to mRECIST has been suggested as a primary endpoint
for future phase II trials even if the level of evidence for this
recommendation is weak.51

mRECIST and EASL criteria to assess advanced HCC treated
with systemic chemotherapy
Targeted therapies, including — but not limited to — anti-
angiogenic molecules (e.g. sorafenib, bevacizumab) also induce
tumour necrosis, but initially lead to minimal change in tumour
size. Therefore, although initially designed to evaluate the
response of HCC to locoregional treatment, mRECIST criteria have
been shown to be better than RECIST for advanced HCCs treated
with systemic therapies.52,53 Convincing evidence, mostly in
sorafenib-treated patients from retrospective and randomized
controlled trials, has shown that the mRECIST response should
be considered an independent prognostic factor.11,54–56 Accord-
ingly, drugs that result in high response rates can be expected to
prolong overall survival in many patients.

Limitations of mRECIST and EASL criteria
Conventional chemoembolisation
Conventional chemoembolisation (cTACE) involves the intra-
hepatic transarterial delivery of an emulsion of a concentrated
chemotherapeutic agent and ethiodized oil (Lipiodol; Laboratoire
Guerbet; Villepinte; France). It is one of the most frequently used
treatments for HCC. Both mRECIST and EASL criteria assume that
tumour areas containing lipiodol are necrotic, i.e. show no contrast
enhancement. However, due to its spontaneous hyperattenuation
on CT, lipiodol deposits can partially mask persistently hyper-
enhanced portions of tumours, which could explain a tendency to
overestimate tumour response after cTACE with mRECIST.42–44

Certain authors suggest using MRI, which is insensitive to lip-
iodol, to overcome this limitation.57 At present, the evidence sup-
porting the superiority of MRI over CT is limited to small
retrospective series.58,59 It is interesting to note that several studies
have reported a strong correlation between the amount of lipiodol
deposition, the extent of tumour necrosis, and the degree of
tumour devascularisation (Fig. 3).60–63 We have shown that the
combination of a complete response according to mRECIST/EASL
criteria and a homogenous lipiodol deposition pattern helps
identify tumours with major necrosis.43 Kinugasa et al. also
showed, and we recently confirmed, that heterogeneous lipiodol
deposition is associated with a high risk of recurrence.64,65

Non-measurable lesions: Infiltrative/non-hyperenhanced HCC
HCC may present as an ill-defined lesion with infiltrative mar-
gins and develop with a predominantly intravascular growth
pattern. These forms of the disease are often non-hyperenhanced
on arterial phase images. In these cases, mRECIST and EASL
criteria can still be applied to assess tumour response according
to RECIST criteria, but the tumour should not be considered as
the target lesion.
4vol. 2 j 100100
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Fig. 3. 59-year-old male patient with hepatocellular carcinoma developed
on HCV-related cirrhosis. Baseline contrast-enhanced CT (A) showed a soli-
tary 25 mm HCC located in segment 2 (arrow). The patient underwent 1
session of selective conventional TACE with idarubicin as a bridge to liver
transplantation. Follow-up CT performed 4 weeks after the TACE session
showed a dense and homogeneous lipiodol deposition in the tumour on pre-
contrast images (arrow in B), without persistent APHE (arrow in C). The lesion
was classified as a complete response according to mRECIST and EASL criteria,
and LR non-viable according to the LI-RADS treatment response algorithm.
Although the lipiodol deposition could be considered to prevent an accurate
tumour response assessment, this pattern of lipiodol deposition has been
shown to be consistent with a major pathological response. MRI is insensitive
to the presence of lipiodol and a follow-up contrast-enhanced MRI was per-
formed and confirmed the absence of APHE (arrow in D). The patient under-
went liver transplantation, and pathological analysis showed close to 100%
necrosis in the treated tumour. APHE, arterial phase hyperenhancement; EASL,
European Association for the Study of the Liver criteria; HCC, hepatocellular
carcinoma; LI-RADS, Liver Imaging Reporting And Data System; (m)RECIST,
(modified) Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours; TACE, transarterial
chemoembolisation.
Delayed response after radioembolisation
Selective internal radiotherapy (SIRT) with yttrium-90 (90Y), also
known as radioembolisation, is the other locoregional therapy
used in HCC. This treatment results in tumour necrosis so
mRECIST or EASL criteria should be applied rather than RECIST
criteria to evaluate treatment response, identify responders and
predict patient outcomes.66 However, post-therapeutic fibrosis
and inflammation, as well as delayed shrinkage of viable parts of
the tumour, are challenges with these criteria.67
Viable tumour appearance-based criteria
Treatment efficacy can also be evaluated based on the appear-
ance of viable parts of the tumour rather than its size on imaging.
This approach has been introduced to improve the assessment
of response to locoregional treatments as well as to adapt to
the differences in treatment response following targeted
therapies.

The use of targeted cancer therapies is relatively recent in
clinical practice. These approaches block the progression of
JHEP Reports 2020
cancer by interfering with specific pathways involved in
tumour growth and have significantly changed cancer treat-
ment in the past 20 years. Their mechanisms of action are
different from those of traditional cytotoxic chemotherapy.
Certain drugs induce apoptosis, while others focus on proteins
that are involved in cell signalling pathways, which form a
communication system that governs cellular functions and
activities. Because of these pharmacodynamic differences, tu-
mours treated with targeted therapies do not necessarily
demonstrate the same imaging findings as those treated with
conventional cytotoxic therapies. The first tumours treated
with targeted therapies were gastrointestinal stromal tumours
(GIST), HCC, and melanoma. Conventional response criteria
were disappointing in these cases with a risk of misclassifica-
tion, and bias due to the unchanged size of the tumour, even
though there was a marked change in the appearance of the
tumour.

Choi criteria
The Choi criteria were developed when imatinib, a tyrosine ki-
nase receptor inhibitor, changed the management of patients
with advanced metastatic GIST. It is interesting to note that there
was no linear correlation between treatment efficacy and the
size of the tumour in these cases. Indeed, certain patients who
responded to treatment demonstrated a paradoxical increase in
tumour size due to various histological changes such as hae-
morrhage, necrosis or myxoid degeneration. Based on these
findings, Choi et al. proposed a new set of response criteria based
on the modification of CT tumour attenuation and size, that were
initially developed for GIST tumours.6 Response could be
detected shortly after treatment initiation with these criteria.
Based on the validation in GIST tumours, the Choi criteria have
also been studied for other hyperenhanced tumours, including
metastatic renal cell carcinoma,68 non-GIST sarcomas, neuroen-
docrine tumours (Fig. 4), and finally HCC.7 Indeed, treatment
response defined by the Choi criteria has been associated with
longer survival in patients with advanced HCC treated with
sorafenib,7,52 as well as in patients with intrahepatic chol-
angiocarcinoma treated with SIRT.69

However, the Choi criteria have certain limitations for the
evaluation of HCC response. Lipiodol deposition results in an
unreliable measurement of tumour attenuation in patients
treated by cTACE,43 while post-treatment changes, especially
fibrosis, interfere with a reliable assessment in HCC treated with
radioembolisation.70 Finally, the inter-reader agreement on
Choi’s response criteria for HCC was found to be moderate.7

LI-RADS CT/MRI treatment response algorithm
The Liver Imaging Reporting And Data System (LI-RADS) is a
comprehensive system to standardize the terminology, tech-
nique, interpretation, reporting, and data collection of liver im-
aging.71 The LI-RADS system was designed to improve
communication, patient care, education, and research. It is
consistent with and fully integrated into the American Associa-
tion for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) clinical practice
guidance.72 The LI-RADS includes a treatment response algo-
rithm that can be applied to patients with liver malignancies
treated by ablation, intra-arterial therapies or external beam
radiation therapy. The algorithm is based on the visual assess-
ment of tumour viability defined as nodular, mass-like, or thick,
irregular tissue in or along the treated lesion showing APHE or
washout appearance, or an enhancement similar to that
5vol. 2 j 100100



Baseline
SLD = 54 mm
Mean attenuation 121 HU

Two months follow-up
SLD = 67 mm (+24%)
Mean attenuation 98 HU (-19%)

Five months follow-up
SLD = 48 mm (-8%)
Mean attenuation 52 HU (-57%)

Fig. 4. 47-year-old female patient with neuroendocrine liver metastases
(pancreatic origin). Baseline contrast CT (portal venous phase) shows bilobar
heterogeneous liver secondary tumours. Target lesions are indicated by black
arrows. The patient received sunitinib, a multikinase inhibitor. Two-month
follow-up CT (portal venous phase) showed +24% increase in the sum of
largest diameters of target lesions, corresponding to progressive disease as per
the RECIST 1.1 criteria. Mean target tumour attenuation was a mean −19%
lower, corresponding to an objective response according to the Choi criteria.
Five-month follow-up CT confirmed the objective response according to the
Choi criteria (mean −57% in tumour attenuation) while tumours were
considered as stable disease according to RECIST 1.1 (sum of largest diameters
of target lesions −8%). RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours.
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observed before treatment.73 The algorithm differentiates viable
tumours (named LR TR-viable), from non-viable ones (LR TR-
non-viable) (Fig. 2). It also includes the category of “equivocal
enhancement” when the tumour shows atypical enhancement
that does not meet criteria for probable or definite viability.
Viable portions may be measured, but measurement is not
required to assess tumour response. Shropshire et al. have re-
ported high predictive values with moderate inter-reader asso-
ciation for the histopathologic viability of HCC treated with bland
arterial embolisation.74 Seo et al. further suggested that the
diagnostic performance of the LI-RADS treatment response al-
gorithm was better on CT.75 When LI-RADS criteria are applied,
CT and MRI are comparable for the diagnosis of HCC tumour
viability after locoregional treatment.
Fig. 5. 62-year-old male patient with left colon cancer and liver metastasis
in segment 5 (arrows). The upper row shows baseline contrast-enhanced CT
(left) and MRI (centre T2-weighted and right ADC map). The lower row shows
follow-up exams after 6 cycles of FOLFOX. On baseline, the lesion appears ill-
defined and heterogeneous, with peripheral contrast uptake. After chemo-
therapy, the lesion is homogeneously hypoattenuating, with sharp border, and
no peripheral contrast enhancement, thus corresponding to an ‘optimal
response’ according to the MD Anderson criteria. It corresponds to a shift from
baseline mild and heterogeneous signal hyperintensity to a homogeneous high
signal intensity on T2-w images. ADC maps show a significant increase in the
ADC values of the tumour under chemotherapy, also consistent with tumour
response. ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient.
MD Anderson’s morphological criteria
MD Anderson’s morphological criteria, also known as Chun
criteria, were initially created to evaluate the response to bev-
acizumab (a monoclonal antibody targeting vascular endothelial
growth factor) in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer.76

These CT-based criteria are based on 3 main characteristics:
lesion attenuation, interface lesion-liver and the presence of rim
enhancement. The combination of these criteria enables tumours
to be stratified into 3 response categories (“optimal”, “subopti-
mal” and “no response”), and has been shown to correlate with
pathological response and survival77 (Fig. 5). The same team that
JHEP Reports 2020
initially proposed the Chun criteria also explored their use in
patients who received preoperative systemic chemotherapy with
or without bevacizumab for liver colorectal metastases, and
proposed their use as a surrogate therapeutic endpoint in this
indication.78 Indeed, one advantage of these criteria is the in-
clusion of the tumour-liver interface whose thickness has been
shown to be inversely correlatedwith recurrence-free survival.79

All the viable tumour appearance-based criteria mentioned
above have a similar limitation: it takes weeks and sometimes
months to confidently confirm the response. Earlier assessment
of tumour response could improve patient management and
perhaps offer more cost-effective treatment strategies.
Functional imaging
Functional imaging refers to various techniques that provide
information about the physiological properties of tissue at a
microscopic level. The main techniques in the liver include:

� DWI, which is sensitive to the Brownian motion of water
molecules and has been confirmed as a valid marker of tissue
cellularity and microarchitecture.15 This technique provides
information on the degree of diffusion restriction in tissue
through both a qualitative visual assessment and quantita-
tive measurements of the apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC).
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� Perfusion imaging, which uses CEUS, CT or MRI to provide
information about tissue microcirculation, i.e. micro-
movement of water and solutes.

� Metabolic imaging using PET/CT or PET/MRI with dedicated
targeted radiotracers to assess specific metabolic pathways.

� Imaging of hepatocellular function using hepatospecific MR
contrast agents.

The first 3 techniques are used to assess tumour response and
will be discussed here. The last technique is mainly used for
tumour detection and characterisation, and for the quantification
of liver function reserve and will not be described in this review.
The use of functional imaging techniques to assess tumour
response is based on 3 hypotheses:

� First, treatment-induced tissue modification (e.g. necrosis,
apoptosis, devascularisation, etc) results in changes in im-
aging parameters that can be objectively quantified.

� Second, there is a positive correlation between the extent of
tissue change and changes in imaging features. Thus, tu-
mours with a better response are expected to have more
significant changes in imaging features.

� Baseline imaging features are different in tumours that will
have an objective response and those that will not.

This explains why the literature can be separated into 3 main
categories. The first and largest body of literature includes
studies showing that functional imaging confirms assessments
using morphological criteria (e.g. RECIST or mRECIST). The added
value of functional imaging is limited in these cases. The second
group includes research showing that functional imaging can
identify responders significantly earlier than morphological
criteria, which may have clinical value to determine treatment
strategies. Finally, there is a group of studies showing that
baseline functional imaging parameters differ in future re-
sponders and non-responders. Although this latter group is the
smallest, it is highly interesting and could represent a significant
change in patient management.

Diffusion-weighted Imaging
ADC has mainly been studied in primary tumours for tumour
detection and characterisation and is now routinely used for this
purpose.15 Nevertheless, a quantitative approach has been
studied to assess tumour response and several pre-clinical and
clinical studies have shown that quantification of ADC could help
estimate the degree of tumour necrosis in HCC treated with
locoregional therapy, since necrotic tissue shows higher ADC
values than viable tumours.16,80–83 It is important to note that
these modifications can be observed early, within a week after
treatment.18,19 Researchers have also investigated the role of
baseline pre-treatment ADC values in predicting future tumour
response. These limited and retrospective series have shown that
ADC values in tumours before TACE or radioembolisation can be
used to predict tumour response and patient survival.84–86

Similar results have been reported with mass-forming chol-
angiocarcinoma treated with intra-arterial therapy17 and with
liver metastases (Fig. 5).

Perfusion imaging
Other studies have shown that perfusion imaging techniques are
of limited value after percutaneous microwave or radiofrequency
ablation because morphological criteria are sufficiently reliable
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for assessing tumour response and recurrence.41,87 One study
using perfusion CT suggested that quantification of blood volume
could be useful in detecting local progression in close contact
with ablation areas,88 but these results have not been confirmed.
Perfusion imaging has more frequently been studied to assess
the efficacy of intra-arterial therapy. Once again, pre-clinical
studies showed that early changes in perfusion parameters can
be observed within 1 week after TACE in treated tumours.89–91

Similar results have been reported in patients.20,92 Pre-
treatment perfusion parameters before TACE have also been
shown to help predict progression-free survival, regardless of the
number of lesions or tumour size. In patients treated with tar-
geted therapies, perfusion parameters decrease early and
significantly in responders but not in non-responders. Higher
baseline perfusion values are observed in patients whose disease
is controlled by treatment.93,94 French multicentre studies have
also shown that quantitative CEUS examinations could help
predict tumour progression using a standardised approach.26,95

Similar results have been published in liver metastases,
especially of a colorectal origin. Perfusion imaging has been
studied to assess the response of colorectal liver metastases
(CRLM) to treatment with combined cytotoxic and targeted
therapies. Baseline vascular permeability was shown to be
significantly higher in responders and it was also shown to
significantly decrease after 6 weeks of treatment.96 Moreover,
patients with >40% decrease in the transfer constant using
perfusion MRI had better progression-free survival.97 Significant
differences in arterial perfusion have been observed between
responders and non-responders to radioembolisation on pre-
treatment perfusion CT,21 with higher perfusion associated
with improved 1-year survival.

Metabolic imaging
The use of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) PET is not system-
atically recommended in CRLM to monitor chemotherapy.
Chemotherapeutic MRI is preferred in patients with resectable
metastases, especially in the neoadjuvant setting. Limited data
suggest that 18F-FDG PET/CT may be useful after radio-
embolisation in non-surgical patients. An early metabolic
response defined as a >50% reduction in the liver-to-tumour ratio
on 18F-FDG PET may be correlated to post-treatment survival and
could help determine treatment options and follow-up man-
agement.98 Furthermore, 18F-FDG PET/CT-derived factors such as
functional tumour volume and total lesion glycolysis have been
shown to be significant predictors of patient survival following
radioembolisation in small series.

Despite these promising results, functional imaging tech-
niques are rarely used in daily practice to assess tumour
response. This is mainly due to certain limitations in these
techniques such as suboptimal reproducibility, lack of stand-
ardisation, influence of mathematical models, and post-
processing. This results in high variability and difficulty in
replicating and comparing results between different devices and
teams.
Future perspectives
iRECIST
Recently targeted therapy has begun focusing on the develop-
ment of immunomodulating drugs with novel mechanisms of
action based on the activation of immune cells. In contrast to
previous developments in tumour evaluation that have mainly
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involved refinements in the definition of tumour response, these
molecules are associated with possible unusual patterns of pro-
gression, that was called “pseudo-progression” in early trials of
immune-based therapeutics in melanoma. This includes an in-
crease in the size of lesions, or the visualisation of new lesions,
followed by a possible durable response. Several sets of criteria
have been proposed to cope with these observations. The most
recent are the iRECIST criteria that have been developed by the
RECIST Working Group, pharmaceutical companies, regulatory
authorities and academia to ensure consistent design and data
collection. iRECIST is based on RECIST 1.1 and has been exten-
sively used in a number of clinical trials on immunotherapeutic
drugs.99 Although the first few studies using iRECIST to evaluate
treatment response in liver cancer are now being published,100

their reliability has not yet been validated. Consequently, the
best criteria to assess patients receiving immunotherapy is still
unknown. This is important as immunotherapy is progressively
being included in treatment algorithms for liver tumours, espe-
cially HCC. To make things more complicated, properly moni-
toring patients treated with combinations of immunomodulating
and antiangiogenic agents (e.g. atezolizumab and bevacizumab
in advanced HCC), will require imaging criteria designed to
consider both the change in tumour response (induced by anti-
angiogenic molecules) and in tumour progression (possibly
associated with immunomodulating agents), resulting in deeply
modified versions of known criteria. The resulting “miRECIST”
criteria remain to be defined.
Tumour diameter Enhancement diameter

Tumour volume Enhancing volume

Fig. 6. Comparison of 2D and 3D assessment techniques. 57-year-old female
patient with a large hepatocellular carcinoma developed on HBV-related non-
cirrhotic liver. The patient underwent 2 sessions of chemoembolisation with
drug-eluting beads containing doxorubicin. One-month follow-up contrast-
enhanced CT (portal phase). (A) Unidimensional measurement of the largest
lesion diameter. (B) Unidimensional measurement of the largest enhancing
diameter (i.e., viable tissue). (C) Segmentation-based tumour volume. (D)
Quantification of enhancing lesion volume, with read areas indicating area of
maximum enhancement or viable tissue.
Volumetric analysis
All previously mentioned 2D measurement methods (RECIST,
mRECIST, Choi, etc) have inherent limitations. For example, the
slices used to assess response are considered to be surrogates of
overall tumour volume, although they may not reliably reflect
this.101 Indeed, not all tumours are spherical and linear mea-
surements can be difficult due to irregular shapes or complex
morphologies.102 Moreover, liver tumours tend to demonstrate
skewness and inhomogeneous enhancement patterns, especially
after treatment, as some tumours do not expand or shrink uni-
formly.14 Tumours often grow asymmetrically with different
areas changing at different rates. In these cases, the size (volume)
of a tumour may increase while the longest diameter remains
unchanged. Furthermore, 2D methods require the radiologist to
choose one representative section on cross-sectional imaging,
resulting in a high inter- and intra- observer variability.103,104

The development of new automated or semi-automated
tumour segmentation tools, either in-house or in the form of
commercial software, to determine the actual extent and distri-
bution of tumour tissue, has paved the way for 3D tumour im-
aging quantification. Most of these segmentation tools are based
on a manually drawn region of interest around the tumour fol-
lowed by a computerised volume calculation.16 Several studies
have demonstrated the reliability of semi-automatic CT or MR-
based 3D methods to predict response and survival in a broad
morphological variety of tumours, regardless of tumour shape or
enhancement distribution.12,13,105 This has led to the develop-
ment of volumetric RECIST and quantitative EASL criteria.106 One
of the main advantages of these volume-based methods is that
they detect tumour changes earlier and with greater sensitivity
than simpler 2D morphological methods, allowing early strati-
fication of patient response12 (Fig. 6). These 3D techniques have
also been studied to predict the response to treatment.13,107
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However, despite the conceptual advantage, the accuracy of
the 3D response methods is also influenced by technical pa-
rameters. In particular, they are affected by small or irregularly
shaped lesions and require high-quality image-contrast exami-
nations. Standardisation is needed, as there are many existing 3D
segmentation tools, and their use in daily practice is still limited.
Finally, these techniques have not received regulatory approval,
from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, for instance, which
limits their use as primary endpoints in phase III trials.

Machine learning (radiomics) and deep learning
Machine learning and deep learning have captured the attention
and imagination of the medical community. Machine learning
refers to a subcategory of artificial intelligence research that
generates abstracted models with computers via data and obser-
vations.108 Deep learning refers to a subfield of machine learning
which relies on multiple processing layers to learn generalisable
representations of datawith higher levels of abstraction.109,110 The
increased interest in these techniques combinedwith themassive
accumulation of multiparametric imaging, pathology, laboratory
and clinical data, has resulted in a groundswell of research.

Among machine learning techniques, radiomics, which was
presented in 2012 by Lambin et al.,111 has raised expectations.
Radiomics manipulates images on a voxel level, with the goal of
going beyond size or human-eye based semantic descriptors of
tumours, to enable the non-invasive extraction of quantitative
radiological data from medical images and to explore their cor-
relation with clinical outcomes or pathological characteristics.22

This approach would quantify the morphological aspects of the
tumour, and evaluate its heterogeneity through mathematically
defined features, with a final objective of generating imaging
phenotypes.112 The typical radiomics analysis pipeline consists of
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3 main steps: i) tumour segmentation, ii) computation of
radiomic features within the segmented region, and iii) feature
selection, model building and classification.

Radiomic methods are not only designed to predict early overall
survival113 or to identify predictive pathological characteristics such
as microvascular invasion,23 they may also predict liver tumour
response to treatment.114,115 Indeed, there is early evidence that pre-
treatment CT-derived signatures can predict survival in patients
with resected HCC116 or advanced HCC treated with sorafenib.117

Nevertheless, radiomics is a recentmethod that requires further
development to overcome limitations inherent to complex,
computer-dependent models, in particular, the lack of stand-
ardisation of image acquisition such as reconstruction kernel or
section thickness, which can obscure important underlying bio-
logical texture features.118 To address this issue, post-processing
techniques are being studied to compensate for variations in
radiomic feature values caused by different CT protocols.119

To date, evidence of deep learning in liver imaging120,121 and
radiology is very limited and the performance has not been
validated. There is much to learn about and from deep learning,
and its potential applications. Recent network architectures,
mainly from non-medical competitions (e.g. Common Objects in
Context challenge), are particularly interesting as they combine
the ability of localisation, segmentation and classification tasks
in a fast-computational time. Due to the absence of visible rules
used by neural networks, strong guidelines are needed to direct
research in deep learning so that it can fulfil what could be a
significant role in the field of tumour assessment.
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Conclusion
The RECIST 1.1 criteria remain the reference for both clinicians
and researchers. They routinely guide standard patient care and
have been used to define reference endpoints in trials, such as
treatment response/progression rate or time-to-progression,
whatever the stage of development of new anticancer thera-
peutics. Nevertheless, the regular development of new treat-
ments has resulted in previously undescribed modifications of
the tumour on imaging, and requires new, suitable, validated
image-based evaluation criteria of tumour response. Criteria
focusing on tumour viability, especially the mRECIST criteria,
have gradually become recognised by clinicians and regulatory
authorities and may become the most valid alternative to RECIST
in the years to come. On the other side of the spectrum, the
recent introduction of immunomodulating drugs has challenged
the definition of progression. New sets of criteria, such as iRE-
CIST, have been introduced and will require validation.

From a very different perspective, innovations involving the
combination of functional or quantitative imaging, 3D assess-
ment and deep learning (“deep volumic functional imaging” or
“deep volumic radiomics”) could lead to disruptive approaches
in this field. No longer dependent on human image processing
and based on the networks’ ability to process highly complex
data representations, these innovations could provide further
progress in the field of personalised oncology. Whether cur-
rent efforts to build huge databanks will overcome the chal-
lenges of reproducibility and interpretability, remains a key
question.
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